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A Quadratic Formula for Finding the Root of an Equation

By LI. G. Chambers

Abstract.   An extension is made to Reguli Falsi involving a parabolic approximation.

Formulae are derived which have convergence exponents 2, 2.414, 2.732, respectively.

1. Introduction.   Let (a, A), (b, B), (c, C) be three points on the curve y = f(x).

The parabola passing through these three points whose axis is parallel to the

x-axis is given by

,1 n =       (v - B)jy - C) (y - C)(v -  A) (v -  A)jy - B)
II. ;        x       a <A_ B)(A _ c) I"     ,B _ C)(B _  A)fc rC _  A)rC _ B)

The value of x, denoted by d, at which y vanishes is given by

(1-2)        d=tJ       ^ + ,„       %i + CAB
iA - B)iA - C)      iB - C)iB - A)      (C - A)iC - B)

Suppose that £ is a root of the equation f(x) = 0 and suppose that a = £ + a, b =

£ + ß, c = £ + 7 are approximations to the root. Then, if d = £ + 5, it can easily

be seen that

s = aBC ßCA ^yAB
(1.3) iA - B)iA - C)   '   iB - C)iB - A)  '   (C - yi)(C - £)

= c*|87(.P - Ö + P2){1 + terms of higher order},

where P = f (0/2f(0, ß - f'WfQQ. Thus

(1.4) S —  Kaßy,    where Ä' is a constant.

Many iterative formulae have been obtained for the solution of the equation

f(x) = 0, and these are readily available [2], [3]. It is the purpose of this note to in-

dicate certain new iterative formulae which can be derived using Eq. (1.2). The

associated order of convergence will be given by Eq. (1.4). Obviously the method will

not be applicable for a double root, as in this case, the associated curve touches the

jc-axis and lies only on one side of it and cannot be approximated by a representation

of x as a polynomial in y. For the same reason, it is clear that it is necessary for the

root to be isolated.

2. Iterative Formulae.

(a) Third Order Iteration. The obvious iterative sequence to consider in connec-
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tion with formula (1.2) is the third-order iteration defined by a = xn-2, b = xn-x, c =

xn, a = xn+x.

(2.1)
■Kn.Vn-2.yn-l

xn-2yn-iyn_,_Xn-xyn-2yn_

(yn-2 — yn-i)iyn-2 — yn)     iy„-\ — yn)(yn-i — yn-2)

_   _^•n-2J'n-lJ'n_     .

Xn+1   —   /.. ..       w.. .. \    I

+
(y» — >>n-i)Cv» — v„_2)

If x„ = £ + €n, then from Eq. (1.4) the convergence is determined by

(2.2) , e„+i —  Ke„e„-Xen-2.

This is the same relation as that of Muller's method [1] and so

(2.3) e»+1 = Z.enM,

where L is a constant.

(b) Improved Second Order Iterations. It does not seem to have been noticed

previously that it is possible to use modifications of second-order iterations which in

fact have a better convergence exponent than the third-order iteration discussed

already. In these, one of the interpolation points is a function of the other two. That

is: a = Xn-X, b = x„,d = x„+x and c = x*, where x* is some function of xn-x and xn.

The iterative sequence becomes

_^J^n-lVn_     , Xn-Xy*yn

Xn+l /■    * ,.  \/,,* \   ~t~
(y* — yJiyi — yn-i) ' Cvn-i — yJiyn-i — y*)

, xnytyn-i

iyn — yn-i)iyn — y*)

and the convergence is given by

(2.5) e„+i =  Kenen-iiî

with an obvious notation.

Only a few out of the many possible definitions for x* will be discussed here.

First, the "mean" iteration will be considered. In this

(2.6) X*   =   UXn   +  Xn-X),

giving

(2.7) €n+i    =    Ktntn-l-Wn  +   «n-l)   =    ¿^.4-ls

as e„ is negligible compared with e„-i- The convergence exponent may easily be deter-

mined. Let

(2.8) 6n+1 = MC

It follows that

n= 1 +-,
M

the appropriate root of which is p = 2. Thus

(2.9) e„+1 = Me2„
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and the convergence is quadratic. It is fairly easy to see that the same would be true

for any linear iteration of the Wegstein type x* = gx„ + (1 — g)xn-x, g 7* 1. If g = 1,

x* = xn and the formula (2.4) becomes

_       Xn-Xyl       ,      .     j       1 |~ x*yn-xy„   _   xnyn-xy*   \

(yn-i — yn)2     xn'-+zn \(yi — y«) Ly* - yn-i     y„ — y„-JJ

(2.10) = ,    X^yl  ,2 + (—^—)     It    (X*yl - X"y*)
(yn-i — yj      \y« — yn-J *„•-.*„ \   y* — yn I

_ Xn-iyl ,      / Vn \hn   ~   Xny'n\ _

(y»-i — ynf     \yn — yn-J\     y'„     I

This, in effect, is equivalent to taking a parabola passing through (xn-x, yn-i) and

touching the curve y = f(x) at (x„, y„). The convergence exponent is given by

(2.11) €„+1   =    Kén€n-X,

because e* = en and if e„+1 = Le„, then ju = 2 + 1/m, and ju = 1 + V2 and so,

(2.12) en+1 = KelM.

This procedure has the same order of convergence as a similar one discussed by

Ostrowski [2].

Finally, suppose that jc* is determined by Reguli Falsi [1] as applied to xn-x, xn;

that is

(2.13) jc* =-
A   —   J'n-l

e* is defined by an expression of the form

f* =  le e    ,tn A-tnc„-1 ,

and so

(2.14) €„+i =  Kenín-iLen€„-x = Af44-i.

Following the usual procedure t„+1 = Nen, p = 2 + 2/p and p, = 1 + V3,

(2.15) e„+1 = iVe^732.

It is interesting to note that these improved second-order iterations all give higher

convergence exponents than does the third-order iteration.
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